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Summary of Research 
 

NASA Grant NNX13AN17G 
 

2013 GEO-CAPE Mission Pre-formulation Study Activity: GEO-CAPE Atmospheric OSSE 
Development and Analysis of July 2011 DISCOVER-AQ Period 

 
Period of Performance: 1 July 2013 to 31 December 2013 

 
The CIMSS contribution to the 2013 GEO-CAPE Mission Pre-formulation Studies included 
continuation of Regional Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) development 
initiated in FY12 and contributing to the initiation of Urban OSSE for GEO-CAPE multi-spectral 
ozone retrievals.  
 
The 2013 GEO-CAPE OSSE activities included:  
 

1) Generation of Regional and Urban nature atmosphere.  
2) Development of surface reflectivity and emissivity data bases 
3) Conducting forward radiative transfer calculations on a representative subset of the 

profiles. 
4) Generation of multi-spectral (UV, VIS, IR) ozone retrievals from the subset of nature 

atmosphere radiances 
5) Development of averaging kernel (AK) regressions based on the sub-set of the nature 

atmosphere retrievals 
6) Generation of a full set of nature atmosphere retrievals using the AK regression applied 

to the original nature atmosphere profiles.  
 
CIMSS 2013 contributions to these activities are summarized below. 
 
1) Generation of Regional and Urban nature atmosphere profiles 

 
CIMSS developed and delivered atmospheric temperature, water vapor, relative humidity, 

ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), formaldehyde (HCHO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and carbon 
monoxide (CO) and speciated aerosol extinction profiles for 14 representative urban and rural 
sites to JPL for use as input for forward radiative transfer calculations. These profiles were 
obtained from the “nature” atmosphere that will be used as truth in the Regional OSSE 
experiment. The nature atmosphere was constructed for July 2011 by combining stratospheric 
temperature, water vapor, and ozone profiles from the NCEP Global Forecasting System (GFS) 
with tropospheric temperature, water vapor, and trace gas profiles from a nested NAM-CMAQ 
air quality simulation that used GFS ozone and meteorology for lateral boundary conditions. 
Stratospheric NO2, HCHO, SO2 and CO were obtained from the Real-time Air Quality 
Modeling System (RAQMS) [Pierce et al., 2007], which was also used to adjust upper 
tropospheric/lower stratospheric ozone. The aerosol extinction calculations used Community 
Modeling and Analysis System (CMAS) AEROVIS software which uses humidity dependent 



aerosol mass to extinction regressions based on measurements from the Interagency Monitoring 
of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) network. Figure 1 shows resulting ozone and 
aerosol profiles during July 2011 for Atlanta, GA. The Regional OSSE nature run shows realistic 
daily and diurnal variability in ozone with night-time titration and daytime production of ozone 
within the boundary layer (below 900mb) and significant day to day variability in the upper 
troposphere and lower stratosphere. Aerosol extinction is largest below 600mb with reasonable 
day to day variability and a clear indication of transport into the free troposphere associated with 
diurnal growth of the boundary layer and an overnight residual layer.  

 
 

  
Figure 1: Daily variation of ozone (ppbv, upper left) and aerosol extinction (km-1, upper 

right) for Atlanta, GA during July, 2011. Mean Atlanta diurnal variation of ozone (ppbv) and 
aerosol (km-1) are shown in the lower left and lower right, respectively.   

 
2) Development of surface reflectivity and emissivity data bases 

A combined hyperspectral surface reflectivity/emissivity data base has been developed for the 
Regional OSSE. This data base utilizes a MODIS based visible and near infrared snow-free land 
surface Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) developed for the Radiative 



Transfer for the Television Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder 
(TOVS) (RTTOV) Forward Model [Vidot and Borbas, 2013], and infrared emissivity from the  
UW-Madison Baseline Fit Emissivity Database [Seemann et al, 2008], and a GOME based 
UV/VIS surface reflectance data base  [Koelemeijer, 2003]. The spectral gap between the 
VIS/NIR reflectance and IR emissivity data bases is filled using dual regression fitting of spectra 
from the Version 2.0 of the ASTER spectral library [Baldridge et al, 2009]. Figure 2 shows the 
combined hyperspectral surface reflectivity for Atlanta, GA.  

 

 

Figure 2: Combined July hyperspectral surface reflectivity for Atlanta, GA. The IR bands (700 to 
2775 cm-1) are from the UW-Madison Baseline Fit (solid black). The VIS/NIR bands are based 
on solar zenith angle dependent BRDF and are colored by GMT. Dual regression fitting based on 
the ASTER spectral library data base is used to fill the spectral gap between 2775-4000 cm-1 
(dashed). The Koelemeijer data base is used to extend into the UV (dashed).  

 
 
 
 



3)&4) Conducting forward radiative transfer calculations and generation of multi-spectral  
(UV, VIS, IR) ozone retrievals on a representative subset of the profiles. 

 
CIMSS has collaborated with scientists at JPL to port and benchmark the JPL forward 
radiative transfer code and multi-spectral ozone retrieval code onto the CIMSS firefly cluster 
so that these calculations can be completed in a timely manner. 
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